




I will be able to identify
and interpret figures of 
speech (simile, metaphor, 

personification, euphemism, 
oxymoron, hyperbole, and 

paradox) in context.



An expression using 
words in a nonliteral 

sense or unusual 
manner to add 

vividness to what �
is written�

FIGURES OF SPEECH�



Figures of 
Speech �

Video Clip�



Two unlike things 
are compared 
using the word 

like or as. �



Simile�
Video Clip�



Your explanation 
is as clear as mud. �



Went over like a 	
     lead balloon. �



“Love…pricks �
like a thorn.” �



A word or phrase 
used to directly 
compare two 
unlike things. �



Metaphor�
Video Clip�



The snow is a 
white blanket. �



Life is a roller 
coaster. �



“My lips, two 
blushing pilgrims.” �



When a thing, an 
idea or an animal 

is given human 
attributes. �

PERSONIFICATION�



Personification�
Video Clip�



The dilapidated house 
appeared depressed. �



The sun glared down 
at me from the sky.�



“Come gentle night.” �



Exaggerated 
statements or 

claims not meant to 
be taken literally.�



Hyperbole	
Video Clip!



I will die without�
 the new iPhone!�



“I’m so hungry, I 
could eat a horse.” �



The car is faster than 
the speed of light. �



“O that this too, too sullied 
flesh would melt…in a dew.” �





After listening to each 
song, highlight the 

example of figurative 
language being used, 
identify what type 	
is present, and then �

interpret its meaning. �



Application�
Video Clip #1�



Application�
Video Clip #2�



Application�
Video Clip #3�



Application�
Video Clip #4�



Application�
Video Clip #5�



Application�
Video Clip #6�



Polite, indirect 
expressions which 
replace words and 
phrases considered 

impolite or unpleasant.�



Euphemism�
Video Clip�



















When two 
contradictory 
words are put 
together for 

effect. �

OXYMORON�



Oxymoron�
Video Clip #1�



Oxymoron�
Video Clip #2�













Read each passage 
and determine if it 
contains an example 
of a Euphemism or 
an Oxymoron and 

place it in the 
appropriate box.�





A set of seemingly 
contradictory 
concepts that �

reveal a hidden or 
unexpected truth. �



Paradox	
Video Clip!



Less is more. �



I know one thing, 
that I know nothing. �



“I can resist anything �
but temptation.” �



“I must be cruel only 
to be kind.” �





Fill in the �
blanks to make 
the following 
statements 

paradoxical. �



1. This is the beginning of the �
__________.	

�

2. To believe with certainty, 
we must begin with �

__________.	
�

3. Deep down he’s really �
__________.	



4. Please ignore the �
__________.	

�
5. Don’t go near  __________ 
until you’ve learned to �

__________.	



In your own words, 
explain how to identify 
and interpret figures 
of speech in context. �

5 sentences minimum�
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